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============

Water-soluble polymers continue to attract increasing interest due to a wide range of applications in biotechnology and medicine such as drug delivery, wound healing, mineral processing, and bio-sensing^[@CR1]--[@CR6]^. An intriguing feature in stimuli-responsive polymers in solution or in gels is their ability to undergo a reversible phase transition at a critical temperature^[@CR7]--[@CR14]^. During this transition large amounts of water can be released or absorbed over a very narrow temperature range. Therefore, stimuli-responsive polymers in the form of hydrogel networks and as thin films can serve as actuators for thermoresponsive surfaces^[@CR15]^, as thin film sensors^[@CR16]^, and as nanostructured gratings for cell adhesion^[@CR17]^. Poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide) (PNIPAM) is a prototype polymer which can undergo a sharp demixing transition at the lower critical solution temperature (LCST) in an aqueous environment. It exhibits environmental sensitivity to both temperature and pressure changes, which makes it an excellent candidate for fundamental studies of the hydration properties^[@CR18]--[@CR23]^.

In a PNIPAM aqueous solution there is polymer-bound water in addition to the bulk water acting as the solvent. Part of the bound water interacts via hydrogen bonds with some C=O or N-H groups; other interactions can take place with the hydrophobic moieties such as the methyl groups or the main-chain hydrocarbons^[@CR24]--[@CR26]^. PNIPAM possesses a particularly sharp demixing transition in an aqueous environment with a LCST near to 32 °C^[@CR27],[@CR28]^. The high temperature sensitivity has been suggested to be caused by the cooperative dehydration of polymer molecules during heating^[@CR29]^. The phase separation across the LCST transition leads to a partial dehydration of the individual PNIPAM chains while their conformation changes from coiled to globular^[@CR30],[@CR31]^. During the coil-to-globule transition, intra- and interchain hydrogen bonds form between the amide groups, which are accompanied by a decrease in the amount of bound water^[@CR32]--[@CR34]^. The transition temperature of short PNIPAM oligomers was shown to be dependent on the molecular weight^[@CR35],[@CR36]^. Molecular dynamics simulations even suggest that oligomers with a chain length smaller than 8 monomer units do not exhibit a coil-to-globule transition^[@CR37]^. Furthermore, an effect on the phase behavior of PNIPAM has been observed due to different solution compositions^[@CR38]^. Bischofberger *et al.* ^[@CR39]^ suggest that hydrophobic hydration is strongly determined by the mean energetic state of water that is tuned by the addition of an organic solute. However, despite many studies on phase separating PNIPAM solutions the details of the dehydration process and the role of the polymer backbone across the LCST is still not well understood^[@CR40],[@CR41]^. In particular, there is a lack of studies comparing hydration changes in the polymer with its monomer.

Vibrational spectroscopy provides a versatile *in-situ* approach to probe molecular interactions across the LCST transition for polymers with different chemical structures. Infrared spectroscopy long has been used to study aqueous PNIPAM solutions^[@CR42],[@CR43]^. It has been employed to reveal differences in the microenvironment of the individual chemical groups across the PNIPAM phase transition. For example, Katsumoto *et al*. observed large changes in the amide bands of aqueous PNIPAM solutions with temperature-dependent infrared spectroscopy measurements, and attributed these to the formation of intermolecular hydrogen bonds between C=O and N-H of neighboring amide groups^[@CR44]^. Maeda *et al*. found that the C-H stretching IR bands shift to lower wavenumbers during the heating process due to the dehydration of the isopropyl side chain and the main chain^[@CR25]^. These authors also suggested that part of the amide groups of PNIPAM do not form intra- or intermolecular hydrogen bonds between C=O and N-D, but instead form hydrogen bonds with water in the demixed state of the solution. Cheng *et al*. showed that in dilute aqueous PNIPAM solutions the disruption of hydrogen bonds between C=O and N-D is reversible during a coil-to-globule-to-coil transition path^[@CR45]^. They also noted that a heating-and-cooling cycle can lead to a hysteresis due to remaining hydrogen bonds during the cooling process. In another infrared spectroscopic study, Sun *et al*. propose a sequential dehydration process where the CH~3~ groups dehydrate first when the temperature rises across the transition, followed by a transition in the hydrogen bond network^[@CR26]^.

In the present work we investigate the role of the polymer backbone in hydration changes that are crucial for the LCST transition. It should be noted that in contrast to peptides the amide group is located in the side chain. High resolution infrared spectra are measured, and spectral changes in the polymer are compared with those in its monomer to assess the role of cooperativity along the polymer chain. The vibrational spectra allow to distinguish hydrophobic hydration of the hydrocarbons in the side chain and the backbone from the hydrogen bonding with the amide groups in the side chains. In addition to the Amide I we probe the Amide II by using H~2~O as a solvent. Upon deuteration the intensity of the Amide II band at near 1560 cm^−1^ disappears. Infrared spectra of both PNIPAM polymer and NIPAM monomer are first presented over the complete frequency range from 1000 to 4000 cm^−1^. The spectra are deconvoluted in the regions of the main spectral markers. We demonstrate significant differences in the shift of peak frequencies between the polymer and its monomer. In particular, step-like changes in the temperature dependence of vibrational frequencies are absent in the NIPAM monomer solution indicating the absence of a sharp transition. The weak observed temperature dependence of the vibrational frequencies may be attributed to thermal expansion. In contrast, we observe nearly discontinuous changes in the band areas and frequencies in the PNIPAM polymer spectra at the phase transition, with very small hysteresis between heating and cooling. Finally, we discuss detailed changes in the side chains (Amide I and Amide II bonds) versus the backbone (C-H groups) and their role in the transition.

Results and Discussion {#Sec2}
======================

In order to study the difference between PNIPAM and its monomer NIPAM, the temperature dependence of their characteristic spectral bands is investigated with Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. The infrared spectra of PNIPAM in both D~2~O and H~2~O solutions and of NIPAM in H~2~O solution at the temperature of 28 °C are shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} over the frequency range from 1000 to 4000 cm^−1^. We can distinguish the following main spectral bands: The broad absorptions around 3400 and 2500 cm^−1^ correspond to the O-H and O-D stretch vibrations, respectively^[@CR46]^. The bands assigned to C-H deformation modes are observable between 1350 and 1450 cm^−1^. The vibrational bands due to C-H groups are discernible in the range 2850 and 3000 cm^−1^ while the bands between 1500 and 1750 cm^−1^ are assigned the Amide I and Amide II vibrations^[@CR25],[@CR26],[@CR45]^. The Amide I band arises from the C=O stretching modes that are localized on the carbonyl (\~80% potential energy distribution) with some contribution from C-N stretching (\~20%) vibrations^[@CR47]--[@CR49]^. The Amide II band has been assigned to a combination of N-H in-plane bending (\~60%) and C-H stretching (\~40%) vibrations. The Amide I band is most sensitive to secondary structure changes whereas the Amide II band is most sensitive to H or D exchange. The Amide I band at 1546 cm^−1^ disappears upon deuteration while the deuterated Amide II' band overlaps with the CH~3~ bending vibration. To investigate changes in the Amide II spectral bands, PNIPAM and NIPAM were dissolved in H~2~O.Figure 1FTIR spectra of PNIPAM in 20 wt% D~2~O solution, PNIPAM in 20 wt% H~2~O solution and NIPAM in 20 wt% H~2~O solution measured at 28 °C.

Infrared absorption spectra of PNIPAM and NIPAM in a 20 wt% H~2~O solution were acquired during heating and cooling cycles. The background corrected FTIR spectra are shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} after subtracting the broad O-H stretching band (see Supplementary Figure [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).Figure 2Absorption bands of the vibrational C-H groups of PNIPAM (**a**,**c**) and NIPAM (**b**,**d**) in 20 wt% H~2~O solution while heating (**a**,**b**) and cooling (**c**,**d**).

The four sub bands of the C-H absorption are centered at about 2981, 2938, 2911, and 2877 cm^−1^ at room temperature. These are attributed to asymmetric and symmetric vibrations of the methyl groups and labeled as v~as~(CH~3~), v~as~(CH~2~), v(CH), and v~s~(CH~3~), respectively^[@CR50]^. At the LCST transition we observe an almost step-like frequency shift and a change in absorbance of PNIPAM that is absent with NIPAM.

In order to determine the peak positions and areas four Voigt line-shapes are fitted to the vibrational bands assigned to the C-H groups. Voigtian line shapes consist of a Gaussian distribution of Lorentzian lines and are well suited to describe inhomogeneous broadened lines in soft matter^[@CR51]^. The temperature dependence of the peak position and of the peak areas of v~as~(CH~3~) and v~as~(CH~2~) during a heating-cooling cycle are depicted in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The v~as~(CH~3~) vibration is assigned to symmetric methyl bending vibrations of the side chain of PNIPAM, and the v~as~(CH~2~) vibration is assigned to the main chain of PNIPAM^[@CR26]^. In the 20 wt% PNIPAM solution in H~2~O, the peak positions of the vibrational C-H bands shift to lower wavenumbers across the LCST transition upon heating. Simultaneously, increases in the peak areas of the C-H vibrational bands are observed across the LCST transition upon heating. The change in peak position and area of the vibrational C-H groups can be attributed to the cooperative hydration effect in an aqueous environment while changes in intensity reflect changes in molar absorption^[@CR52]--[@CR55]^. The step-like behavior of both peak position and area of the C-H groups of PNIPAM therefore indicates a conformational change from coil below to globule accompanied by a dehydration of the C-H groups above the LCST transition. It is accompanied by the formation of a cage-like structure of water molecules surrounding the polymer^[@CR56]^. Furthermore, strong increases in the full width at half maxima of the Voigtian line profiles^[@CR57]^ are observed across the LCST transition while heating (see Supplementary Information, Figures [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}--[S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). This indicates a more heterogeneous polymer ensemble in the demixed phase. The changes in both wavenumber and peak area are reversible with a minor hysteresis in temperature of about 1 °C. The hysteresis may be due to the formation of some additional intra- and interchain hydrogen bonds in the collapsed state which cannot be easily removed in the cooling process. The reversible changes in peak areas for both PNIPAM and NIPAM with temperature are completely reproducible. In terms of the measurement, this indicates by the high thermal homogeneity and stability of the sample environment. Discontinuous changes in frequency and area of the C-H bands with temperature are absent in the 20 wt% NIPAM. The approximate linear changes in peak position of the C-H groups of NIPAM can be attributed to thermal expansion^[@CR54]^. Note that measurements of CH~2~ groups will probe the backbone methylene dynamics, which is absent in NIPAM.Figure 3Peak position (**a**,**b**) and peak areas (**c**,**d**) of v~as~(CH~3~) (**a**,**c**) and v~as~(CH~2~) (**b**,**d**) of PNIPAM and NIPAM in 20 wt% H~2~O solution as a function of temperature measured with FTIR spectroscopy. The upturned triangles indicate the heating process and the downward triangles show the cooling process.

The spectral bands assignable to the CH~2~ and CH~3~ deformation modes of PNIPAM and NIPAM in a 20 wt% solution in H~2~O for both increasing and decreasing temperature runs are shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The two components centered near 1390 and 1371 cm^−1^ at room temperature are assigned to the symmetric methylene deformation modes^[@CR50]^. These are respectively labeled as δ~s~(CH~3~) and δ~s~(CH~2~) and correspond to vibrations in the sidechain and the backbone. At the LCST transition we observed a distinct change in wavenumber and peak area of the deformation modes of PNIPAM, but not for NIPAM. The spectral bands assigned to the C-H deformation modes were deconvoluted with two Voigtian line profiles. The resulting peak positions and areas of δ~s~(CH~3~) and δ~s~(CH~**2**~) during a heating-cooling cycle are shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The full width at half maxima of the Voigtian line profiles as a function of temperature are shown in Supplementary Figures [S4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}--[S5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. Similar to the observed changes of the C-H groups spectra, the deformation modes in PNIPAM exhibit an almost step-like behavior in wavenumber, peak area, and full-width at half maximum across the LCST transition. On the other hand, in NIPAM we observe almost continuous and approximately linear changes with temperature.Figure 4Absorption bands of the C-H deformation modes of PNIPAM (**a**,**c**) and NIPAM (**b**,**d**) in 20 wt% H~2~O solution while heating (**a**,**b**) and cooling (**c**,**d**). Figure 5Peak position (**a**,**b**) and peak areas (**c**,**d**) of δ~s~(CH~3~) (**a**,**c**) and δ~s~(CH~2~) (**b**,**d**) of PNIPAM and NIPAM (20 wt%) in H~2~O solution as a function of temperature. The upturned triangles indicate the heating process and the downward triangles show the cooling process.

Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} displays the Amide I and II bands measured during runs with increasing and decreasing temperature showing different behavior in PNIPAM and NIPAM. The absorption bands near 1649 and 1624 cm^−1^ are attributed to C=O hydrogen bonded with N-D and C=O hydrogen bonded with H-O-H, respectively^[@CR58]^.Figure 6Absorption bands of the Amide I and the Amide II group of PNIPAM (**a**,**c**) and NIPAM (**b**,**d**) in 20 wt% H~2~O solution while heating (**a**,**b**) and cooling (**c**,**d**).

The 'peptide group' vibrations have been intensively studied in polypeptides and proteins^[@CR47]^. In the simplest molecular model for the peptide linkage, N-Methylacetamide, it was found that it is vibrationally coupled with its hydrogen-bonded water molecules^[@CR59]--[@CR61]^. In polyalanine peptides with α-helical and polyproline II conformations negligible coupling occurs for the Amide II vibrations between adjacent peptide bonds^[@CR59]--[@CR61]^. Here we treat the amide and CH~3~ vibrations as independent. The change in peak intensity is thus due to the coil-to-globule transition where the C=O groups dehydrate and new hydrogen bonds between C=O and N-H of neighboring amide groups are formed. Quantum chemical calculations have been carried out by Koyama *et al*. for NIPAM n-mers with an isotactic stereo sequence^[@CR62]^. These authors suggest that the Amide I band near 1625 cm^−1^ arises from a helical structure formed by the isotactic stereo-sequences in the PNIPAM main chain with the aid of intramolecular C=O•••N-H hydrogen bonding. Furthermore, a decrease in intensity near 1560 cm^−1^ and an increase in intensity near 1530 cm^−1^ can be seen across the LCST. The bands near 1560 and 1530 cm^−1^ are attributed to N-H hydrogen bonded with O-H~2~ and N-H hydrogen bonded with O = C, respectively^[@CR25]^. This indicates that N-H groups dehydrate above the LCST and new hydrogen bonds are formed between N-H and O = C of neighboring amide groups. On the other hand, corresponding bands for NIPAM exhibit approximately linear changes in peak position and area with temperature for both the Amide I and Amide II bands, which is attributed to thermal expansion and to the change in molar absorption, respectively^[@CR52]^.

While intensity changes in the Amide I' band marking the LCST transition have been analyzed previously in D~2~O solution^[@CR21],[@CR26]^, the transition can also be discerned from frequency shifts in both the Amide I and the Amide II bands in H~2~O solution. However, a detailed deconvolution of the amide bands is challenging due to the underlying bending vibration of the H~2~O solvent at 1643 cm^−1^ ^[@CR46]^. Ahmed *et al*. have carried out resonance Raman experiments with deep UV excitation, thereby enhancing the amide bands over the solvent^[@CR49]^. They observed frequency shifts of 11 cm^−1^ and 7 cm^−1^ between 30 and 45 °C for Amide I and Amide II, respectively.

In order to analyze the dehydration of the C=O groups and the N-H groups, Voigt profiles were fitted to the spectral bands assigned to the Amide I and Amide II bands, respectively (see Supplementary Figures [S6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}--[S7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for details). Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} displays the temperature evolution of the Amide I' and Amide II bands of PNIPAM in 20 wt% D~2~O and 20 wt% H~2~O solution, respectively. Above the demixing transition of PNIPAM, the N-H and the C=O groups start to dehydrate, and intra- and interchain hydrogen bonds between C=O•••H-N and C=O•••D-N form. Assuming a 1:1 conversion of the C=O and the N-H groups^[@CR26]^, the ratio between the peak areas of 1624 to 1649 cm^−1^, 0.67, and 1560 to 1535 cm^−1^, 0.94, respectively, yields the ratios of the molar absorptivity's of C=O•••D-O-D and C=O•••D-N and of N-H•••O-H2 and N-H•••O = C. This suggests that only 26% of the C=O and 50% of the N-H groups dehydrate during the coil-to-globule transition and form new hydrogen bonds with D-N and O = C, respectively.Figure 7Temperature evolution of the PNIPAM Amide I band in a 20 wt% D~2~O solution (**a**) and the PNIPAM Amide II band in a 20 wt% H~2~O solution (**b**). The y-axis shows the peak areas of the Amide I (C=O hydrogen bonded with D-O-D centered near 1624 cm^−1^ and C=O hydrogen bounded with D-N centered near 1649 cm^−1^) and the Amide II (N-H hydrogen bonded with O-H~2~ centered at about 1560 cm^−1^ and N-H hydrogen bonded with O = C centered at about 1530 cm^−1^).

The C-H stretch and deformation modes as well as the amide bands in PNIPAM exhibit an almost step-like behavior in vibrational frequency and peak area. Changes of the spectral band parameters are discontinuous in PNIPAM, in strong contrast with NIPAM, where the band parameters change continuously with temperature. These findings indicate a crucial role of the polymer backbone with respect to hydration. Above the LCST transition the chain collapses due to cooperative hydration interactions between the water molecules hydrogen-bonded to the polymer backbone and the hydrophobic hydrocarbons. The bending of the polymer backbone then leads to the formation of intra-molecular hydrogen bonds between neighboring amide groups. The absence of these effects in NIPAM suggests that cooperative hydration in the polymer backbone is the major driving force for the phase transition in PNIPAM. This finding is supported by high-frequency dielectric relaxation data, which indicate that the number of hydrated water molecules per NIPAM molecule in aqueous solution remains constant above and below the LCST^[@CR40]^. Furthermore, using ^13^C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments, Ohta *et al*. found that chemical shifts of the amide C=O of PNIPAM in aqueous solution were decreased by \~1.5 ppm across the phase transition^[@CR63]^. In accordance with our findings, they attributed this chemical shift to a reduction in the number of hydrogen bonds between the carbonyl group and water above the LCST transition. Molecular dynamics simulations in NIPAM oligomers below and above the LCST suggest that the collapse of the stable water structure in a 30-mer above the LCST leads to a coil-to-globule transition. However, it is absent in short oligomers like 3-, 5-, and 10-mer^[@CR56]^.

In highly concentrated aqueous solutions of N-isopropyl propionamide (NIPPA), which is the repeating unit of PNIPAM, a broad phase transition was reported^[@CR41]^. Using FTIR spectroscopy similar changes in the amide bands and in the vibrational C-H groups of PNIPAM and NIPPA were observed, indicating the same macroscopic origins of the transition^[@CR64],[@CR65]^. Molecular dynamics simulations furthermore indicated that the NIPAM-solvent interaction weakens with increasing methanol concentration in a water/methanol mixture, suggesting that hydrogen bonding between the monomer units play a role in the coil-to-globule transition^[@CR66]^. However, Tanaka *et al*. found that the observed reentrant coil-to-globule transition in water/alcohol mixtures arises from the competitive hydrogen bonding of the two solvents onto the polymer chain^[@CR67],[@CR68]^. These results reinforce the notion that the polymer backbone is the driving force responsible for the sharp phase transition.

To further clarify the role of the polymer backbone on the coil-to-globule transition, FTIR measurements of both the monomer NIPAM and the repeating unit NIPPA of PNIPAM in solvents with different hydrogen-bonding behaviors and with different monomer concentrations would be a worthy topic for future investigations. NMR experiments probing chemical shifts of amide protons are indicators of the groups involvement with water and CO groups^[@CR63],[@CR69],[@CR70]^. While beyond the scope of the present study, Hetero-Nuclear-Correlation-Spectroscopy (HSQC) experiments^[@CR71]^ probing the temperature dependence of J coupling on isotopically labeled polymers could provide additional information on the involvement of amide protons^[@CR72],[@CR73]^ in hydrogen bonding.

Conclusions {#Sec3}
===========

In conclusion, we investigated the role of the polymer backbone in the PNIPAM phase transition through vibrational spectroscopic measurements of the polymer in comparison to its monomer. We observe significant differences in the spectral frequency shifts as a function of temperature between the polymer PNIPAM and its monomer NIPAM. Across the LCST transition peak areas and vibrational frequencies of the C-H stretch and deformation modes as well as the amide bands in PNIPAM exhibit an almost step-like behavior. On the other hand, peak areas and frequencies of the corresponding vibrational bands in NIPAM vary approximately linearly with temperature. Our findings suggest that hydration and dehydration play a crucial role for polymer backbone cooperativity and are a major driving force responsible for the sharp demixing transition.

Methods {#Sec4}
=======

Poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide) (PNIPAM) and N-isopropyl acrylamide (NIPAM) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich with a purity of 97%. The molar mass of the polymer was 20--25 kg/mol corresponding to a degree of polymerization of about 200. Deuterium oxide (D~2~O, D ≥ 99.8%) was obtained from Carl Roth. PNIPAM was dissolved in Millipore water and in heavy water at a concentration of 20 wt%. NIPAM was dissolved at a concentration of 20 wt% in Millipore water. The freshly prepared solutions were shaken for at least 24 h in order to fully dissolve PNIPAM and NIPAM.

Infrared spectra were recorded with a Bruker Equinox FTIR spectrometer equipped with a DTGS detector. Data were collected at the spectral resolution of 2 cm^−1^ and signal averaging over 128 scans. The liquid sample is contained between two CaF~2~ windows (1 mm thick) within a thin doughnut-shaped Mylar spacer (Polyester, 8 μm thick). The sample, the CaF~2~ windows, and the Mylar spacer are held together by a copper holder that ensures temperature homogeneity. The sampler holder was mounted on a Cu block and connected to a circulating bath thermostat (Julabo F12) for temperature control. The temperature was measured on the sample holder with a calibrated Pt 100 thermometer at an accuracy of 0.2 °C. Variable temperature spectra were collected between 26 and 40 °C. After reaching the target temperature the sample was maintained at this temperature within 0.5 °C for 10 minutes for full equilibration. The infrared spectrum was acquired within 10 minutes. The temperature was then increased or decreased manually. Processing of the spectra, baseline correction, deconvolution and determination of wavenumbers and peak areas of the main absorption bands were done with Origin software. Curve fitting was performed using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. Error bars indicate the standard error of the least-square method.
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